
Buddy Your smart toilet assistant





Messy kids, sloppy husbands, so much 
to do, so little time… Living together with 
housemates is a true challenge. All of this 
sometimes leaves its marks. Fortunately, 
there is a solution. 

Meet Buddy.
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Buddy never forgets to flush.
Even after your kids or partner.

Nothing more annoying than discovering that 
the person before you forgot to flush.Buddy 
gets that. Whenever you need a time-out in 
the smallest room in the house, Buddy makes 
sure it’s spick and span. Always.
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Save the planet.
And your wallet.

Whatever your message, Buddy gets it. Thanks to its Smart 
Detect technology, Buddy adapts the amount of water 
needed to flush. This smart toilet assistant knows you care 
for the environment, and now, it helps you to take care of 
your wallet too.

Standing use
Buddy can easily tell if you’re a stand-up 
guy. Whenever a man has to take a quick 
leak, Buddy rinses the toilet afterwards 
with a small amount of water. Just don’t 
forget to put the toilet seat back down.

Just take a seat
Number one or number two? Buddy’s doing 
the math for you. Even when you’re sitting 
down, Buddy’s smart enough to figure out 
what you’re up to.
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Buddy will never leave you in the dark.
NightGuide will show you the way.
Your sleep is sacred. But when nature calls, you have to go. Even 
at night. Thanks to Buddy, you will no longer be blinded by the 
bright bathroom light. As NightGuide casts a subtle indirect 
light to safely guide you towards the throne, you can stay in your 
drowsy slumber.
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Connect with your Buddy.
IPEE app.

Connect your smart toilet(s) with your smartphone and 
enjoy Buddy’s borderless and discrete friendship. Choose 
your preferences, discover your water consumption and 
how will help you to economize. Through this app you will 
keep Buddy up to date. New features, better algorithms and 
new color theme’s. Updates are free, forever.
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There’s a Buddy for everyone.
Available in black and white.
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Buddy has more to offer.

Touchless control

 Customizable color profiles

IPEE Buddy is compatible with various models of toilets and cisterns.
Ask your local distributor.

Happy interface

Overflow prevention

Article numbers

Buddy, black TFP.01.B

Buddy, white TFP.01.W
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Address
Overwinningstraat 41
2610 Wilrijk
Belgium

Contact
+32 3 334 13 50
info@ipee.eu
ipee.eu

Made in Belgium.


